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(N>100). A linear trend can be fit to the resulting plot
of mean σ0 across distance (Fig. 1B).
Preliminary mapping results. An initial survey of
19 radar-bright fluvial features has revealed a variety of
brightness trends. Roughly half of the features exhibit
the expected negative brightness trends (i.e., a decrease
in brightness with distance downstream) and half show
no significant trend. Although not yet statistically significant, a decreasing brightness trend as seen, for example, in Figure 1 may be indicative of overall fining
due to selective transport and/or comminution.
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Introduction: Under the cold (i.e., ~94 K) [1] volatile cycling of Titan's active surface, icy sediment [e.g.,
2] may be expected to undergo processes of weathering,
transport, and deposition. Fluvial features can be found
in nearly every available Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) swath from the Cassini RADAR instrument [e.g.,
3]. The high radar reflectivity of some fluvial features
has been interpreted to be due to the presence of spheroidal cobbles of diameters comparable to the reflected
radar wavelength (2.18 cm), perhaps similar in shape to
those seen at the Huygens probe landing site [4].
On Earth, sediment grows rounder and finer as a
function of distance downstream—primarily due to
comminution of individual grains and selective
transport/deposition [5]. As sediment on Titan finer than
the radar wavelength should result in less radar
backscatter, the radar brightness is expected to similarly
decrease downstream due to grain size fining. The abrasion rate of fining of icy cobbles under Titan conditions
can be approximated as an extremum in the laboratory
with use of a cryogenic roller mill—the Titan Tumbler
[6]. In this work, we map radar-bright fluvial features
on Titan and utilize experiments to better interpret our
radar observations of the surface. Ultimately, this work
informs our understanding of fluvial sedimentary behavior on Titan.
Mapping Titan fluvial features: In the available
SAR images, global fluvial mapping has been updated
from the work of [3]. Cassini RADAR image pixels are
recorded as unitless backscatter values known as sigma
naught (σ0) where radar return typically depends on surface roughness, slope, and material properties. Within
bright fluvial features, we expect the radar signal to be
dominated by the influence of spheroidal cobbles, with
radar brightness most strongly correlated with grain size
up to 2.18 cm, as described by [4]. For this work, we
map radar-bright fluvial features in ArcGIS as polygons
if they are greater than 3 pixels wide (>~1-3 km) and 50
km long. Approximately 60 fluvial features between 70°
N and 75° S have been identified that meet the size and
relative SAR albedo characteristics for further investigation.
For each feature, we interpret flow direction based
on (1) downstream-pointing confluences, (2) relationship to radar-bright “dissected terrain” [7] versus radardark plains, and (3) low-resolution elevation data [8].
Feature polygons are segmented every 5 km of their
centerline length (Fig. 1A) such that each section contains a sufficient number of radar pixels for averaging
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Figure 1. SAR image of a radar-bright fluvial feature at
16.3° S, 124.8° W, with red overlay showing mapped
boundaries and 5-km segments. Paleocurrent is inferred
to be left to right with inset plot of mean σ0 ±2 standard
error for each segment. The data show a downstream
trend of decreasing radar brightness (red dashed line),
but with a non-linear trend.
Titan Tumbler experiments: As downstream
grain size trends have the potential to be affected by
many variables, our analysis will be bolstered by constraining one process likely to play a significant role—
abrasion. Under development at Colgate University, the
Titan Tumbler (Fig. 2) is a roller mill currently operating at -20 °C, with a planned liquid N2-cooled model to
enable experiments at more Titan-like temperatures.
Deionized (DI) water is frozen to produce a polycrystalline ice cube. Monocrystalline (single grain size) ice is
also produced by grinding, sieving, and refreezing the
desired grain size with DI water cement. Input water-ice
clasts are tumbled under the ‘rolling’ regime of
transport to allow for clast-clast impacts to dominate
abrasion. Slower speeds would result in clasts merely
sliding, and faster speeds would enter the regime of cascading—considered less likely or less common given
Titan’s low topography. Measurements are made
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throughout each trial to assess mass loss per distance
both by weighing the clasts and by sieving and weighing
the fines produced. Angularity parameters such as
roundness (R=4πA/P2) are determined from image analysis (via custom MATLAB code). Trials are run at ambient pressure and without the presence of a cushioning
liquid, so we interpret the results as an extremum or
maximum abrasion rate.
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[1,11]. Individual trends will require investigation of
possible factors local to the fluvial feature that may
cause non-linear trends in radar-brightness.
Determining a maximum comminution rate for icy
clasts with the Titan Tumbler will improve our understanding of sediment weathering and transport on Titan,
constraining minimum transport distances and possible
sources for the rounded cobbles. As selective transport
is often the dominant cause of terrestrial downstream
fining [5], we may be able to determine its relative contribution, given transport distances inferred by radar
brightness changes. The linking of laboratory experiment to Titan observations will constrain the source-tosink modification of icy sediment on the surface.
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Figure 2. The preliminary 11-cm diameter Titan Tumbler setup with end removed to show clasts (left), ice
cubes near start of test (top right), and rounded clasts
after several hours of rolling (bottom right), with equivalent transport distances noted.
Preliminary tumbler results. The first several tests
utilized a pair of 11-cm diameter drums, varying both
the number of 2-cm cubic clasts in the tumbler and (for
the monocrystalline cubes) the ice grain size. Results
show that for ≥4 clasts, the rate of mass-loss (as quantified by the diminution coefficient k in M=M0e-kx [9]) is
similar while the mass loss constant is significantly
smaller for 2-3 clasts (Fig. 3). This finding suggests little influence by the interior of the tumbler barrel, composed of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), and that clastclast interactions dominate beyond four clasts. In another preliminary trial, monocrystalline ice rounds rapidly in the first 5 km, then exhibits little change (Fig. 4).
This finding is broadly consistent with recent geometric
theory of abrasion [10].
Discussion: If the entirety of a fluvial feature’s
transport system is captured, we may find initial increase in radar-brightness as cobbles rapidly round to
spheroids, then gradual decrease in brightness as grain
size fines. Often, however, radar-brightness trends are
poorly captured by linear fits (e.g., Fig. 1). One interpretation of a non-linear trend in radar-brightness may
be the influence of fresh sediment input by tributaries.
Some features have clear confluences whereas many
certainly contain tributaries below the resolution of Cassini RADAR, as proven with Huygens’s DISR images

Fit: M=M0e-kx

Figure 3. Total mass of clasts across distance rolled for
varying number of input polycrystalline clasts. The constant k values for ≥4 clasts suggest clast-clast abrasion.

Figure 4. Roundness per distance rolled for two monocrystalline clasts of different grain size. This result suggests a roughly logarithmic trend in rounding rate.
Conclusions: The high radar-brightness of some
fluvial features on Titan may allow for the determination of downstream grain size trends. Comminution of
icy clasts in the Titan Tumbler will further constrain the
limits on sediment transport and possible sand production on Titan.
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